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By Heather Lee Dyer

Amethyst Rush Press, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. A prisoner. A pilot. A world that s lost without their help. Kindra Ara thought
that working for the deranged Dr. Kincaid would help buy her way to freedom. Without parents to
turn to, Kindra and her autistic best friend Alix formed a family and dreamed of their own spaceship
to live on. When Kindra learns of Kincaid s dangerous plans with a stolen cache of weapons, he
sends her far away from Alix to the secure cryo-prison Starlight Max. It s only after waking up out of
stasis she realizes Kincaid has stolen two years of her life. A Commander with a secret agenda
breaks Kindra out of prison; an agenda that will bring her face-to-face with Jupiter Station pilot
Kaci Lee. Together, Kindra and Kaci must rescue the other orphans Kincaid enslaved while stopping
the unstable scientist from putting mankind s migration plan in danger. Without their help,
humanity may soon breathe its final breath. Starlight Max is the second book in a YA sci-fi dystopian
series that features interstellar action, captivating suspense, and a pairing of two tough-as-nails
female...
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ReviewsReviews

This is the best book i have read until now. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Nadia Konopelski-- Nadia Konopelski

It becomes an remarkable publication that we have at any time study. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of reading a published book.
-- Alayna Ankunding DVM-- Alayna Ankunding DVM
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